RefWorks

Manage your citations and build bibliographies

When it comes to organizing research or other materials, everyone deserves a superior user experience. The RefWorks reference management service supports the needs of all types of information seekers; students, advanced researchers, faculty, administrators and librarians, to maximize research productivity.

Easy enough for undergrads to quickly master, but robust enough for professional researchers, RefWorks is an intuitive solution. Whether they write an occasional paper, or multiple in parallel, you’ll find RefWorks has the best combination of features for everyone at your institution and is easy for you to teach and for users to learn.

Top 10 Reasons to Choose RefWorks

1. Platform Agnostic
RefWorks provides a consistent and intuitive interface and feature set on every platform. As a cloud-based solution, it requires no syncing and makes it easy to collect and share references and collaborate on research. And did we mention the interface is available in 9 different languages?

2. Robust Reference Collection Options
RefWorks enables users to find, collect, import, and save references to folders or projects from virtually any source, including hundreds of public databases and library catalogs. In addition, RefWorks integrates with Ex Libris Discovery Services providing reference matches from over four billion records.

3. Better Quality References & Citations
Thousands of citation styles are available with your subscription, making formatting errors a thing of the past. And with multiple reference views (including one that marks missing meta data), custom tags and fields, and a citation style editor allowing users and admins to define custom styles, it’s simple to organize the data in the most convenient, personalized method.
4. A Collaborative Environment

RefWorks has many sharing options for users to collaborate with peers within the same institution or elsewhere.

Worried that others will make changes to your references? No problem! Use public sharing or View Only permission.

Want to share the work equally with a colleague? Share an entire project to allow full access.

5. Advanced User Support

RefWorks has created features that cater to the advanced user:

- Multiple attachments per reference
- Editing of multiple references at once (bulk edit)
- Projects feature, perfect for deep collaboration or systematic review

6. Integrates with Today’s Top Writing Tools

RefWorks offers add-ons for today’s top writing tools, Google Docs and Microsoft Word; RefWorks Citation Manager (RCM), Write-n-Cite (WnC), and RefWorks for Google Docs. With the add-on you have quick access to your RefWorks library for immediate citation and bibliography creation.

7. Easy to Cite Without a Writing Tool

Not using Google Docs or Word? No worries, RefWorks provides the Quick Cite feature that allows users to generate citations and a bibliography within RefWorks and copy them anywhere. This feature is also beneficial if creating multiple bibliographies in a single document.

8. Provides RefWorks Admins with More Control

RefWorks provides admins with the tools they need to manage accounts and measure the ROI of their subscription.

- Manage user accounts
- Measure usage with analytics and reporting
- Disseminate institutional citation styles to drive consistency across the institution
- Integrate with your institutional link resolver and catalogs, and allow users to sync their account with Dropbox
- Participate in administrator community and idea exchange sites that provide peer support, open conversations, resource sharing, and idea exchanging

9. Ease of Use – Priceless!

RefWorks isn’t free, but quality, security, ease of use and peace of mind are priceless. An investment in RefWorks ensures all the features and functions your users need at one affordable, all-inclusive price. And yes, that does include unlimited storage.

10. Support for You & Your Users

RefWorks provides support in many ways, to you and to your users: From a variety of resources including educational videos and written guides to online chat with our dedicated support team.

Switch to RefWorks Today!
about.proquest.com/go/refworks
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